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What’s new in -13?

• New Contributor (Jordan Head)

• AD Comments

• Reader’s Digest

• SVG

• Restructuring
It’s a new protocol, the draft is going to be big.

• Streamlined “flow” for the introduction sections.

• New ”Reader’s Digest” section to help the reader determine what they find relevant.

• Added various forward references to sections and schema elements.
Syntax, not inconsistency tax.

• Made terminology consistent.
  • For example, clearer FSM diagrams/definitions.

• Made language uniform.
  • No more shifting between the 1st and 3rd person.
We broke the ID-Submission tool!

• Most images now have SVG equivalents.

• Improves readability.
  • Multiplane topologies.
  • Negative Disaggregation.
  • FSMs.

• Text versions of draft fall back to ASCII per-design.
The Thrift models are normative.

• Discussions yielded the question – “What are we standardizing?”

• Other text is supporting detail.

• Stable Thrift reference in the works.
Questions?